CLASS: RISING JUNIORS
Aim: How can I prepare my portfolio for the secondary level/industry based on College Criteria?
RISING JUNIOR
Summer Assignment:

• 4 Drawings
• 1 Essay

• All work must be uploaded/digitally photographed/scanned and placed in a Google Drive folder named `lastname.firstname_RJ_ASSIGNMENT` and shared to `slee11@artanddesignhs.org` and `anewman14@artanddesignhs.org` on the FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL. All late assignments will be lose a full letter grade for each day that its late.
Part01: Drawings (Minimum of 4)

Your Original Artworks Created from Other Sources (7-10 images)
Please submit drawings, paintings, digital and 3D imagery that you produced by working from photo reference and/or your imagination, as well as additional artwork derived from direct observation from life.
Submit 7-10 images. Include media and size of piece.
Describe some of the unique qualities you have developed to become a productive artist. What are your greatest strengths, skills and achievements? How have you evolved as an artist over the years? What people, experiences and other sources continue to inspire you to be creative?